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We are a group of 

detecting 

enthusiasts 

whose aim is to 

get out there and 

have fun, find 

fellowship, and 

find and preserve 

our nation's 

history. We dig 

responsibly, act 

respectfully, and 

operate legally. 
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“Can you dig it? We can!” 

 

 

Club Email: 
detectinghistory@ 

yahoo.com 

 

Club Officers: 

President 

Susannah Kriegshauser 
 

Vice President 

Ron Prebianca 
 

Treasurer 

David Scott 
 

Secretary 

Kent Hilbert 
 

 

 

Prez's Corner  

 

Hello fellow dirt fishers... 

 

Well once again here we are at the start 

of a new detecting season. Our first 

meeting of the year was so much fun! 

Many of us brought in our detecting finds for others, 

especially our newbies, to enjoy. This is something we are 

going to be doing at each monthly meeting. You can bring in 

just a few things you found or bring in a nice big display. 

Better yet, all the members would love to have you stand up 

and talk about your special items. In years past when we took 

surveys, that was the number one thing asked for—fellow 

members talking about their finds. Just send us an email 

saying you would like to show off your finds, and what 

month, and an officer will contact you. 

 

We need to plump up our finances after spending a bunch on 

applying for non-profit status last year. So we are having a 

fun contest where you can win a gold coin! But this time we 

are going back to our early roots and just offering $1 a ticket, 

or buy 5, get 1 free. You can purchase tickets at every 

meeting up to and during the Jack Kountz Honor Hunt in July. 

 

Membership renewals are due by the end of March. After that 

time your name and email will be removed and you will no 

longer know about our amazing Mystery Hunts or any other 

fun things we do. 

 

We will again ask for volunteers for the MO Civil War 

Museum Park Day on April 15 from 9-1. On this day we do 

community service work for the museum by doing 

landscaping and cleaning up their grounds. The Museum 

helps us get hunt sites and this is our way to pay them back. 

There will be a sign-up sheet at the March meeting, and I will 

also send out an email. 

 

Mystery Hunt! Yayyy! Our first club hunt of the year will be 

in March. The officers are finalizing the site and will be 

sending out information as soon as that’s done. 

 

And as usual, help us get some more hunt sites. The officers 

can’t do it all, you know! 

 

Happy Hunting! 



Monthly Meeting Notes 
From Our Secretary Kent 

 

There were 34 people at the meeting—26 

members and 8 guests. Welcome to our 

club, new members! 

 

Treasurer--Our club balance is $670. 

 

VP--the FOM table people will only work 

one year this year. 

 

Secretary—Minutes from the last meeting 

were read. John Quinn motioned, Rick 

Crowell seconded, and motion was 

approved. 

 

Members were told they have until the end 

of March to renew their memberships, or 

their name and email would be removed and 

they cannot go on Mystery Hunts. 

 

The question of should the FOM and 

Hospitality table people change to one-year 

terms was agreed by members. 

 

Bingo has been scrapped due to the profits 

not matching the costs. 

 

Members were asked if the club should 

continue their community service project at 

the Missouri Civil War Museum Park Day. 

This constitutes helping with landscaping 

such as moving mulch, trimming bushes, 

cleaning the parking lot and more. Members 

reacted positively. 

 

Last year, the club went to catering boxes 

for the club picnic. The president mentioned 

that some members were bringing up the 

idea of maybe going back to our “flipping 

hamburgers” days where the club provided 

everything except the side dishes. She then 

said that doing so would severely 

overstretch our slim budget this year, 

whereas the catered boxes gave everyone 

their own choice of sandwich, side dish, and 

dessert, plus utensils. It was also delivered. 

The only thing the club provided was a cake 

and the water. The members decided they 

wanted the catered boxes. 

 

The Director of STEM at Lindbergh School 

District has contacted the club about the 

possibility of pairing students with 

detectorists. This is an ongoing discussion at 

this point since the Director is still getting 

facts and permission together from his 

colleagues. Members were favorable but it 

was shelved until further information was 

forthcoming. 

 

There will be a Mystery Hunt in March. 

Date still to be determined.  

 

The club sometimes receives leads to hunt 

sites that can only take 5-10 people. 

Discussion took place as to how these can be 

handled without favoritism or a load of work 

on one officer. No consensus was reached 

and was shelved for further study. 

 

Julie Wheatley suggested a new way to 

determine the recipients of the FOM end of 

the year prizes in each category. At the end 

of the year, the FOM judges would look at 

each month’s winner in each category for 

the year, then pick the best overall in each 

category. The president explained that the 

goal of the club was to have both newbies 

and experienced detectorists alike have an 

equal chance and not be penalized, whether 

they hunted occasionally or every day. The 

members liked this idea. 

 

Marvin Gilliam motioned to adjourn the 

meeting, Rick Crowell seconded, and all 

approved. 

 

 



Why Arcades Use Tokens 

 And Not Coins 
 

Have you ever looked down at a handful of 

change and discovered you were holding an 

arcade token too? You might have wondered 

why arcades use tokens instead of quarters. 

Tokens are great to find for metal 

detectorists because of their diversity, and 

looking up their history can be quite fun. 

But why aren’t quarters used? 

A Token Actually Lasts Longer 
 

How can cheaply-made metal tokens last 

longer than tougher-made quarters? It’s all 

about the usage. Tokens are made solely for 

use in one type of machine. How often do 

you go to an arcade? All the arcade tokens’ 

usage in the world wouldn’t equal what 

quarters go through every day for a 

multitude of uses. All types of quarters mean 

all types of different features, rougher edges, 

dents, chips, and anything that may build up 

on the surface over time. All of these can 

clog arcade coin mechanisms. It is very 

expensive in terms of repair time and loss of 

revenue time for an arcade to have a 

machine out of action. Tokens, however, are 

made equally to begin with, and since they 

are used in the same types of machines, with 

the same repair problems, any repairs are 

relatively easy and quick. There are less 

jamming issues with tokens due to their 

similarity in features. 

 

 

There are still quarter-operated arcade 

games out there, but most have been taken 

out and have landed in the hands of 

collectors who have the time and money to 

repair them.  

 

You Are Now A Return Customer 

 
Think about it. If you had to use quarters in 

arcade machines, you can decide when you 

want to stop playing without any loss and be 

on your way. Or maybe you don’t like the 

quality of the arcade, so you want to walk a 

few blocks down to the competition. It’s 

hassle-free for you. 

 

If you’ve already converted your money to 

tokens though, these tokens can only be used 

at that arcade. You’re now less likely to 

leave the arcade, and you are also forced to 

spend the complete amount of money you 

invested in tokens--otherwise you’ll view it 

as a loss. Even if you don’t spend all of your 

tokens, the arcade still has your money. 

 

Arcades actually lose a lot of tokens from 

people leaving the arcade and never 

returning with them. This requires the 

arcade owners to invest money in supplying 

new tokens. Under increasing pressure to 

keep costs down, arcade owners are now 

going to pre-loaded cards.  

 

There are many advantages to these cards. 

The process of playing is sped up 

tremendously. The faster the kids can play, 

the more apt the parents are to load up the 

card to keep the kids playing. No one wants 

to be at an arcade for less than 30 minutes, 

and no parent wants their child running to 

them every 10 minutes for more game time. 

 

As time goes on, arcade tokens are likely to 

become a thing of the past. So keep your 

eyes open when detecting for these little 

pieces of fast-disappearing history. 



 

 

 

LET’S PLAY SOME POG!!! 

Raise your hand if you were part of the 

1990s craze of people who played POG. 

Yes, I was too! It was fun! 

Originally called “Milk Caps”, the original 

history is a bit murky. Some say it goes back 

to 17th century Japan, others say it originated 

in Hawaii in the 1920s or 30s.  

The game is played with flat, circular 

cardboard milk caps. Players make a stack 

of these caps, and take turns dropping a 

heavier “slammer” onto it, causing the caps 

to splat out and topple. Each player keeps 

any face-up caps and restacks the face-down 

caps, then the next players repeat the process 

until no more caps land face-down. The 

player who collects the most face-up caps 

wins. 

After milk caps were phased out in the 

1950s, manufacturers occasionally 

distributed promotional caps for their 

products. The name POG was born in 1971 

when a Hawaiian company introduced a 

fruit drink named POG (Passionfruit, 

Orange, Guava), which led to a revival of 

the milk cap game. In 1991 a Hawaiian 

schoolteacher introduced the game to her 

students as a way to teach math and for a 

non-violent schoolyard activity. By 1993, 

the game was world-wide. 

Detectorists have two ways to enter the POG 

world—the older milk caps had a staple in 

the center, and the “slammer” many times 

was made of metal, although it could be 

made from rubber or heavy plastic. The 

“slammer” was similar in diameter to the 

milk cap but could be of various thicknesses 

and weights. 

The Netflix drama “Squid Game” features a 

version of the POG game called ddakji. 



HARD-TIMES TOKENS 

Did you ever find an American large or half-

cent-sized copper token while detecting? If 

it was struck between 1833 through 1843 it 

was a hard-times token, serving as unofficial 

currency. These privately-made pieces were 

used during a time of political and financial 

crisis in the United States. 

 

 
A Hard Times token from the Panic of 1837, 

depicting Jackson’s pet phrase,  

” I Take the Responsibility” 

 

In 1832, President Jackson called for the 

abolition of the Second Bank of the US. He 

worked to weaken the bank before the 

charter expired in 1836. Without the Bank, 

state banks attempted to fill the paper money 

gap and issued a large number of bank 

notes, which fueled inflation. Hoping to halt 

the inflation and speculation in public funds, 

Jackson issued the Specie Circular in July 

1836. The circular simply stated that as of 

August, banks and others who received 

public money were required to accept only 

gold and silver coins in payment for public 

lands. 

 

Instead of the intended results, the circular 

spelled the end of the time of economic 

prosperity. The circular set into motion a 

panic, and the public began hoarding specie. 

Without specie to pay out, banks and 

merchants began having financial troubles, 

and began issuing their own coins. It wasn’t 

too long before the effects of Jackson’s 

decision were felt across the nation as banks 

and businesses failed, and a depression 

ensued. 

 

 
Classic Hard Times token, sometimes referred to as a  

“not one cent” 

 

 
 

By this time Jackson’s vice-president, 

Martin Van Buren, was elected president. 

The period of economic hardship, the Panic 

of 1837, during Van Buren’s presidency, 

came to be known as the “Hard Times”. 

 

 



FINDS OF THE MONTH 
     

Oldest Coin 
Julie W.: 1862 Indian Head Penny 

Prize: 1947 Walking Liberty Half 

 
 

Most Interesting Jewelry 
Eric H.: 1800s 18K Ring 

Prize: 1964 Kennedy Half Dollar 

 
 

Most Interesting Artifact 
Rich P.: Mint Error Penny 

Prize: 1864 2-cent Piece 

 
 

50/50 winner: Amberly B. 

Prize: $63.00 

Attendance prizes: 

Jim F.:  1863 IHP with Shield 

Bradley P.:  1928 Standing Liberty Half 

Eric H.:  1944 Standing Liberty Half 

FOM Contest Rules: 
Fill out an entry form at the beginning of the 

meeting, and hand it to a member of the 

FOM committee. 

  

Only one entry, per person, per month, is 

allowed (not one entry per category). 

Finds must ONLY be from the previous 

meeting (we trust your honor!). 

 

Winner of a category will have their find 

placed into the final contest for BEST FIND 

OVERALL in that category.  

 

At the end of the year, the three winners of 

BEST OVERALL will receive  

FABULOUS prizes! 

 

 
 

FOM CONTEST CHANGE!!! 
 

One of the goals of the club is to have both 

newbies and experienced members share in 

the excitement of winning prizes. To that 

end, we have changed the FOM to be fairer.  

 

At the end of the year, the FOM judges will 

look at each month’s winner in each 

category for the year, then pick the Best 

Overall in each category. 

 

It doesn’t matter if you go out once a month 

or once a day—now everyone will have the 

same chance to win a category’s  

Best Overall 

 

Thank you to club member Julie Wheatley 

for the suggestion! 

 

 



Gateway MD Club 

https://gatewaymetaldetectingclub.com/ 

detectinghistory@yahoo.com 

 
"Can you dig it? WE can!" 

 

SALE TABLE 
If you want to sell a detecting-related item, 

we will have a designated table at every 

meeting. Please bring an info sheet with 

your name, phone no., selling price, and any 

information about the item. 

 

 

Club-themed apparel is available in 

various sizes. T-shirts, long sleeve 

shirts, sweatshirts, and zip hoodies. 

See a club officer for more 

information. 

WHO WE ARE 
We are a group of detecting enthusiasts 

whose aim is to get out there and have fun, 

find fellowship, and find and preserve our 

nation's history. We dig responsibly, act 

respectfully, and operate legally. We invite 

you to join us. You won't be disappointed! 

 

 

MEETINGS 
We meet on the first Tuesday of  

every month at: 

St. Margaret Mary Alacoque School 

(SMMA) 

4900 Ringer Rd. 

St. Louis, MO 63129 

 

Go to rear of school to Door #7 

RECREATION 

 

7:00 pm (Doors open at 6:30 pm) 

 

MASKS ARE OPTIONAL 

PER COUNTY AND SCHOOL CODES 

 

 

 

  
 

https://gatewaymetaldetectingclub.com/

